
  

American Express Large Call Buy Sees Upside Near-Term 

Ticker/Price: AXP ($115.2) 

Analysis: 

American Express (AXP) buyer of 9,000 January $115 calls for $6.05 as the $100/$135 call spreads adjust and 

follows buyers In the June $125 calls last week. AXP still has 6,000 January $110 calls in OI as well from buyers in late 

October. Shares are consolidating the big gap higher from the initial Pfizer news and forming a flag under $120 with 

room above to the February range around $135. AXP broke out of a big range with the news and 21-day MA playing 

catch up below and potential support at $108 on a pullback. The $92B company trades 16.8X earnings, 2.35X sales, and 

38X FCF with a lot of cash and a 1.5% yield. AXP sees a far better 2021 ahead given improving consumer credit trends 

and potential for stimulus in January, pent-up demand for travel, and a more favorable balance in both online spending 

and brick-and-mortar. In October, CEO Stephen Squeri said the company had pivoted out of defensive mode and was 

now aggressively looking to invest in growing share during the economic recovery. He said AXP is likely to continue 

ramping marketing spend, step up card acquisitions after adding 1.4M in Q3, and look for new ways to build out their 

base including deals. The company’s first big step was their deal for Kabbage which will accelerate their SMB platform 

and create a leading small-merchant, digital platform with lending, payments, and online deposits. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $106 and Argus a Street High $130. Baird positive recently noting that its credit quality 

remains excellent while both credit performance and capital levels are peer leading. Short interest is 1%. Hedge fund 

ownership rose 7.5% in Q3, Berkshire unchanged with 151M shares while Viking Global and Longview both adding to 

their stakes.   

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: AXP has a great set-up for a trade, though not favorable to MA, PYPL, SQ for longer term 

outlook, and concerns with ties to business travel.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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